From the regular hyperbolic honeycomb {3,6,3} we derive regular honeycombs with finite numbers of toroidal cells. Joining centers of faces of these honeycombs to the midpoints of its edges we obtain trivalent symmetrical graphs. We investigate the relation between these honeycombs, their groups and the graphs embedded in them.
1. Introduction. Coxeter and Whitrow [1950, p. 429] showed that the points whose four coordinates are proportional to the integral solutions of the Diophantine equation t2 -x2 -y2 -z2 -1 are vertices of the hyperbolic honeycomb {4,4, 3}. Coxeter suggested that it would be useful to find coordinates for all regular hyperbolic honeycombs as integral solutions of Diophantine equations since as a by-product we would obtain a simple representation for generators of the symmetry groups of these honeycombs. Garner in his Ph.D. Thesis [1964] discovered coordinates for two more hyperbolic honeycombs {6,3,4} and {6,3,3}. In §3 we complete these investigations by giving coordinates for all cristallographic regular hyperbolic honeycombs as well as their truncations. This is then used in §5 to find the group whose Cayley diagram is an infinite trivalent symmetrical graph of girth 12. At the Conference on Graph Theory and Combinatorial Analysis held at the University of Waterloo, R. M. Foster [1966] presented a paper which included a table of 176 trivalent symmetrical graphs. Since then there has been a search to find more. A few more of these graphs have been found by Coxeter, Frucht, Harries, and by Foster himself. In §6 we describe two new trivalent symmetrical graphs with 486 and 1280 vertices. We also describe some of the known ones in a new and essentially different way.
A regular honeycomb is a symmetrical subdivision of a 3-dimensional manifold into a number of regular polyhedral cells, all alike. According to the usual definition each cell is a topological disc or ball. Griinbaum [1976] suggested that it would be of interest to consider honeycombs whose cells are of other topological types. In § §6,7 and 8 we use the results of §3 to construct a number of regular honeycombs with toroidal cells. Two of the most interesting are h{3,6,3}h, h = A or 6, which have 5 and 27 cells, respectively, of type {3,6}^. It may be conjectured that these are the only two "naturally generated" self-dual finite honeycombs with cells of type {3,6},,. Here "naturally generated" means that the honeycomb is built, step by step, from disjoint copies of {3,6}h, identifying elements only as directed by the vertex figures {3,6},,.
2. Regular hyperbolic honeycombs and their orthoschemes. A 3-dimensional honeycomb is a set of polyhedra, called cells, fitting together to fill all space just once, so that every face of each polyhedron belongs to exactly one other polyhedron. A honeycomb is said to be regular if its cells are regular and congruent. We use the Schlafli symbol [p, q) to denote a regular polyhedron whose faces are regular p-gons, q of which meet at any vertex. A regular honeycomb whose cells are [p, q}'s, r round each edge, is denoted by {p,q,r}. The arrangement of cells around a common vertex corresponds to the arrangement of faces of a polyhedron {q, r) called the vertex figure.
In hyperbolic space H3 the dihedral angle of {p,q} is less than that of the corresponding Euclidean poly topes and it can take value 2tt/r whenever p, q, r axe integers satisfying sin it/p ■ sin tt/r < cos tt/q with (p -2)(q -2) < A and (q -2)(r -2) < 4 (Sommerville [1929, p. 168] ). The actual instances are {3,5,3}, {4,3,5}, {5,3,4} and {5,3,5}. These honeycombs have finite cells and finite vertex figures. Making an extension (Coxeter [1968, pp. 199-214]) we may allow the dihedral angle of {p, q) to take its minimum value (1 -2/q)tt, so that the edges are infinitely long and the vertices are on the absolute. In this case the edges at a vertex are all parallel, and the vertex figure, being a tessellated horosphere, is isometric to the Euclidean tessellation {q, r), where (q -2)(r -2) = 4. These further honeycombs are {3,4,4}, {3,3,6}, {4,3,6} and {5,3,6}. Their reciprocals {4,4,3}, {6,3,3}, {6,3,4} and {6,3,5} have proper vertices, but the centers of their cells are points on the absolute: each cell is inscribed in a horosphere. We also allow self-reciprocal honeycombs {6,3,6}, {3,6,3} and {4,4,4} for which (p -2)(q -2) = 4 and (q -2)(r -2) = 4. Their vertices, as well as centers of cells, he on the absolute.
With each honeycomb we can associate a characteristic orthoscheme PXP2P3P4 whose faces are planes of symmetry of the honeycomb (Coxeter [1974, p. 34] ). We use the "Coxeter graph" (Bourbaki [1968, p. 194 ]) P <7 r to denote an orthoscheme associated with a honeycomb {p, q, r). Let i?, be the reflection in the faces of the orthoscheme which does not contain P,. Then four reflections Rt generate the symmetry group [p, q, r] of {p, q, r) with the presentation R2 = (RyR2)p = (R2R3)q = (R,R4Y = 1, R3^RX^R4^R2 (Coxeter [1973, p. 188] ).
The vertices of some hyperbolic orthoschemes can be conveniently described in terms of projective coordinates x, y, z, t with an absolute quadric £2 = 0, where S2 is License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use With a regular hexahedron {4,3} we can associate an orthoscheme for which a more convenient Q, is Q,2 = -3(x2 + y2 + z2) + t2. Points (± 1, ± 1, ± 1,3) are the vertices of a hexahedron inscribed in the absolute.
For another orthoscheme a more suitable fi is Q3 = -(x2 + y2 + z2) + t2. The six points (±1,0,0,1), (0, ±1,0,1) and (0,0, ±1,1), are the vertices of a regular octahedron {3,4} inscribed in the absolute. With it we associate two orthoschemes: Ry is the transposition (x, y), R2is the transposition (y, z), R3 maps (x, y, z, t) to (x + z, y + z, -z, t + z), R4 maps (x, y, z, t) to (x + t, y + t, z + t, -t). We will show that the vertices of {3,6, 3} are represented by the integral solutions of S2, =0 and x=y = z (mod 3) such that the greatest common divisor of x, y, z and t is 1: gcd(*, y, z, t) = 1.
Clearly the orbit of the point (0,0,0,1) will satisfy ft, -0 since (0,0,0,1) does and the R, axe automorphs of the quadratic form ft,. Also /?,. (i = 1,2,3,4) does not change the following two conditions imposed on coordinates of a point: x = y = z (mod 3) and gcd(x, y, z, t) = 1. It remains to show that if(x, y, z, t) is any integral solution of the three equations ft, = 0, x = y = z (mod3), gcd(x, y, z, t) -1, then, using transformations Rj,we can transform it to (0,0,0,1).
If none of the coordinates x, y, z and t satisfying ft, = 0 is negative, then since gcd(x, y, z, t) -1 the only possibilities are (1,0,0,0) and any permutation of these coordinates. But x=y = z (mod 3) rules out all permutations except (0,0,0,1). Hence unless the point is (0,0,0,1) there is at least one negative coordinate. We can assume x+y + z + t^0 (otherwise take the " negative" quadruple). Now if t < 0, apply R4 to the point to get (x + t, y + t, z + t, -t). The sum x + y + z + 2t of its coordinates is positive, since x+y + z + 2r<0 would imply x+y + z + t<-t and hence x2 + y2 + z2 + t2 < t2 which is impossible. Furthermore if t < 0, x + y + z + t<x+y + z + 2t. Hence R4 decreases the sum of the coordinates while leaving it positive. Since R4 cannot decrease the sum indefinitely, if t < 0 it must happen that eventually all the coordinates will be positive or zero. Since the remaining coordinates x, y, z axe permuted by Ry and R2, if one of them is negative we can assume z < 0 and use R3 to decrease the sum of all the coordinates. Eventually it must happen that all coordinates are > 0. This proves the above statement: (x, y, z,t) can be transformed to (0,0,0,1).
Coordinates for the rest of the crystallographic hyperbolic regular honeycombs, and their truncations, can be found in a similar way. The results are summarized in the tables below. Coordinates for the vertices of {4,4,3} and {4J}
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use are already known, with respect to a different quadratic form (Coxeter and Whitrow [1950, pp. 428-429] ), as well as coordinates for the vertices of {6,3,4} (Garner [1964, p. 48] The honeycombs {3, q, 3} for q > A yield infinite graphs. In the case q = 6, as it will be shown, the graph can again be 3-colored in the manner which involves the 3 colors symmetrically.
5. An infinite graph of girth 12. The symmetry group [3,6,3] of the honeycomb {3,6, 3} is generated by four reflections iv, (/ = 1,2,3,4) with the presentation Adjoining an element 5 of order 3 which cyclically permutes Ux, U2 and U3, we get [3+, 6,3+ ]. In terms of Ux and U2 alone (6) becomes (7) (UyU2f = (u2u2y = (uy-%y = i. 6. Some finite graphs of girth 12. By adjoining relations (RXR2R3)6 = (R4R3R2)6 = 1 to the infinite group (1) we obtain a finite group 6[3,6,3]6 which may be regarded as the symmetry group of a finite honeycomb 6{3,6,3}6. This honeycomb is thus seen to be derived from {3,6,3} by identifying points separated by 6 steps along every Petrie polygon of the cell {3,6} and vertex figure {6,3}. In other words, the finite honeycomb has cell {3,6}6 and vertex figure {6, 3}6. The addition of these relations to (9) shows the "T" group to be of order 162. Its Cayley diagram is Foster's 162C (Foster [1966, p. 21] ), which is 3-regular and of girth 12. This is, of course, the same graph as the bipartite graph obtained from the above polytope. The bipartite graph corresponding to this honeycomb has 40 vertices. By identifying the opposite faces and edges of 4{3,6,3}4 we obtain {3,3,3}, so that the graph on 40 vertices collapses to the Levi graph of a Desargues configuration. The graph of 40 vertices has a Hamiltonian circuit, and in Frucht's "antipalindromic" notation (Coxeter, Frucht and Powers [1981, p. 12]) can be described as [15,9, -9, -15]10.
The graph with 40 vertices is 3-regular and it has 40 • 3/2 = 60 edges, so that the group of automorphisms has 60 • 23 = 480 elements. It contains all the symmetries of the honeycomb, plus an additional automorphism dualising the honeycomb and thus interchanging the midpoints of faces with the midpoints of edges. The corresponding "7"' group is C2 X A5. Its Cayley diagram is Foster's 120B, providing 3-fold covering for the graph on 40 vertices. 
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From {3,6, 3} we obtain a finite honeycomb the following way. First we identify points separated by 8 steps along Petrie polygons of cells and points separated by 8 steps along Petrie polygons of vertex figures. But this is not enough to make the honeycombs finite since the addition of (RyR2R3)H = (R2R3R4)S = 1 to (1) does not give a finite group. Next we identify all points separated by 5 steps along Petrie polygons of the honeycomb to obtain a finite honeycomb with the symmetry group (12). The honeycomb has 40 cells and, being self-dual, 40 vertices. Each cell has 48 edges and each edge is shared by 3 cells, giving 40 • 48/3 = 640 edges for the honeycomb. Self-duality implies that the honeycomb has 640 faces.
The trivalent bipartite graph corresponding to this honeycomb has 640 + 640 = 1280 vertices and 1280 • 3/2 = 1920 edges. It is 3-regular since 4 consecutive edges belong either to a decagon (when drawn on those faces which belong to one of the 5-sided Petrie polygons of the polytope) or to a dodecagon (when drawn on a cell around one of its vertices). The "T" group for this honeycomb is of order 3840, providing a 3-fold covering for the bipartite graph.
